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China, State Sovereignty and International Legal Order
In China, State Sovereignty and International Legal Order, Phil C.W. Chan explores
the nexus between China’s exercise of State sovereignty and international legal
order, and the locus in which State sovereignty resides in international law and
foreign policy-making.

National Security and Fundamental Freedoms
Application of Big Data for National Security provides users with state-of-the-art
concepts, methods, and technologies for Big Data analytics in the fight against
terrorism and crime, including a wide range of case studies and application
scenarios. This book combines expertise from an international team of experts in
law enforcement, national security, and law, as well as computer sciences,
criminology, linguistics, and psychology, creating a unique cross-disciplinary
collection of knowledge and insights into this increasingly global issue. The
strategic frameworks and critical factors presented in Application of Big Data for
National Security consider technical, legal, ethical, and societal impacts, but also
practical considerations of Big Data system design and deployment, illustrating
how data and security concerns intersect. In identifying current and future
technical and operational challenges it supports law enforcement and government
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agencies in their operational, tactical and strategic decisions when employing Big
Data for national security Contextualizes the Big Data concept and how it relates to
national security and crime detection and prevention Presents strategic
approaches for the design, adoption, and deployment of Big Data technologies in
preventing terrorism and reducing crime Includes a series of case studies and
scenarios to demonstrate the application of Big Data in a national security context
Indicates future directions for Big Data as an enabler of advanced crime prevention
and detection

Minjian
There has been intense interest in the proposals to implement Article 23, both in
Hong Kong and abroad. This book will be valuable to anyone who has followed or
participated in that debate or has an interest in the delicate balance between civil
liberties and national security. The book will be particularly useful for legislators,
policy-makers, lawyers, journalists, historians, teachers, and students, especially in
the fields of law and the social sciences. The statutory Appendix will assist
teachers and students to draw comparisons between existing law and the
government's proposals. In 2003 more than 500,000 people marched in Hong Kong
against the National Security (Legislative Provisions) Bill, which would have
prohibited treason, sedition, secession, and subversion against the national
government of China and included new mechanisms for proscribing political
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organisations. This edited collection analyses that legislation, particularly the
implications for civil liberties and the one country two systems model. Although the
massive protest compelled the Hong Kong government to withdraw the Bill from
the legislature in 2003, it will likely propose similar legislation in the future
because Hong Kong has a constitutional obligation to implement Article 23 of the
Basic Law. The book provides detailed and balanced commentary on the Bill,
explains why certain proposals proved so controversial, and offers concrete
recommendations on how to improve the proposals before the next legislative
exercise. Fu Hualing is an Associate Professor and Director of the Centre for
Comparative and Public Law, Faculty of Law, of the University of Hong Kong. His
research interests include social legal studies, human rights and criminology. He
has an LLB from Southwestern University of Law and Politics (China), an MA from
the University of Toronto (Canada) and a doctorial degree from Osgoode Hall Law
School (Canada). Carole J. Petersen is an Associate Professor and a former Director
of the Centre for Comparative and Public Law, Faculty of Law, of the University of
Hong Kong. She has been teaching law in Hong Kong since 1989, specializing in
constitutional law, human rights, and anti-discrimination law. She has a BA from
the University of Chicago, a JD from Harvard Law School, and a Post-graduate
Diploma in the Law of the People’s Republic of China from the University of Hong
Kong. Simon N. M. Young is an Associate Professor and Deputy Director of the
Centre for Comparative and Public Law, Faculty of Law, of the University of Hong
Kong. He teaches criminal law, evidence and legal aspects of white collar crime.
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Previously, he was Counsel in the Crown Law Office-Criminal, Ministry of the
Attorney General for Ontario, in Toronto, Canada. He obtained his LLB from the
University of Toronto and his LLM from Cambridge University. “This collection of
essays on the saga of Hong Kong’s efforts to address the mandate of Article 23 in
the Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and related matters
is likely to be an extremely useful resource for a number of audiences. These
include those directly engaged with the issue of legislation and policymaking in
Hong Kong in both public institutions and in the community; those who have an
interest in the development of Hong Kong’s political and legal system and its
relationship to the system of Mainland China; and those with an interest in national
security and anti-terrorism legislation more generally, from a comparative
perspective. The overall quality and range of the contributions is strong. The topic
itself is a current and important one, and the collection is an important contribution
to the field.” — Andrew Byrnes, Professor of Law, Australian National University
“The debate on legislation to ensure the sovereignty and security of the PRC
against threats from Hong Kong was a turning point in the Special Administrative
Region’s political history. It showed that while some Hong Kong residents may
have reservations about democracy, human rights are cherished by almost all. It
also showed that people can influence policy even without formal institutions of
democracy. The authors of this book played a leading role in the debate, clarifying
the legal issues, which was critical to an informed debate.” — Yash Ghai, Sir Y.K.
Pao Professor of Public Law, University of Hong Kong
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Routledge Handbook of Chinese Security
This new book is the first full account, inside or outside government, of China’s
efforts to acquire foreign technology. Based on primary sources and meticulously
researched, the book lays bare China’s efforts to prosper technologically through
others' achievements. For decades, China has operated an elaborate system to
spot foreign technologies, acquire them by all conceivable means, and convert
them into weapons and competitive goods—without compensating the owners. The
director of the US National Security Agency recently called it "the greatest transfer
of wealth in history." Written by two of America's leading government analysts and
an expert on Chinese cyber networks, this book describes these transfer processes
comprehensively and in detail, providing the breadth and depth missing in other
works. Drawing upon previously unexploited Chinese language sources, the
authors begin by placing the new research within historical context, before
examining the People’s Republic of China’s policy support for economic espionage,
clandestine technology transfers, theft through cyberspace and its impact on the
future of the US. This book will be of much interest to students of Chinese politics,
Asian security studies, US defence, US foreign policy and IR in general.

The Last Governor
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An urgent manifesto for global democracy from Joshua Wong, the 23-year-old
phenomenon leading Hong Kong's protests - and Nobel Peace Prize nominee - with
an introduction by Ai Weiwei With global democracy under threat, we must act
together to defend out rights: now. When he was 14, Joshua Wong made history.
While the adults stayed silent, Joshua staged the first-ever student protest in Hong
Kong to oppose National Education -- and won. Since then, Joshua has led the
Umbrella Movement, founded a political party, and rallied the international
community around the anti-extradition bill protests, which have seen 2 million
people -- more than a quarter of the population -- take to Hong Kong's streets. His
actions have sparked worldwide attention, earned him a Nobel Peace Prize
nomination, and landed him in jail twice. Composed in three parts, Unfree Speech
chronicles Joshua's path to activism, collects the letters he wrote as a political
prisoner under the Chinese state, and closes with a powerful and urgent call for all
of us globally to defend our democratic values. When we stay silent, no one is safe.
When we free our speech, our voice becomes one.

Hong Kong Media Law
All states are challenged by the need to protect national security while maintaining
the rule of law, but the issue is particularly complex in the China–Hong Kong
context. This timely and important book explores how China conceives of its
national security and the position of Hong Kong. It considers the risks of
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introducing national security legislation in Hong Kong, and Hong Kong's sources of
resilience against encroachments on its rule of law that may come under the guise
of national security. It points to what may be needed to maintain Hong Kong's rule
of law once China's 50-year commitment to its autonomy ends in 2047. The
contributors to this book include world-renowned scholars in comparative public
law and national security law. The collection covers a variety of disciplines and
jurisdictions, and both scholarly and practical perspectives to present a forwardlooking analysis on the rule of law in Hong Kong. It illustrates how Hong Kong may
succeed in resisting pressure to advance China's security interests through
repressive law. Given China's growing international stature, the book's reflections
on China's approach to security have much to tell us about its potential impact on
the global political, security, and economic order.

U. S. National Security and Military/Commercial Concerns with
the People's Republic of China
Located in the center of Asia with one of the largest land frontiers in the world and
14 neighbors whose dispositions could not easily be predicted, China has long been
obsessed with security. In this handbook, an internationally renowned team of
contributors provide a comprehensive and systematic analysis of contemporary
thinking about Chinese national security. Chapters cover the PRC's historical,
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ideological and doctrinal heritage related to security, its security arrangements
and policies targeting key regions and nations of the world, the security aspects of
the PRC's ground, air, sea, space and cyber forces, as well as the changing and
expanding definition and scope of China's security theory and practice.

Laws and Regulations of the People's Republic of China
China's deepening health crisis reveals the fragility of the party-state and
undercuts China's ability to project influence internationally.

China's National Security
The emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in late 2002 and
2003 challenged the global public health community to confront a novel epidemic
that spread rapidly from its origins in southern China until it had reached more
than 25 other countries within a matter of months. In addition to the number of
patients infected with the SARS virus, the disease had profound economic and
political repercussions in many of the affected regions. Recent reports of isolated
new SARS cases and a fear that the disease could reemerge and spread have put
public health officials on high alert for any indications of possible new outbreaks.
This report examines the response to SARS by public health systems in individual
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countries, the biology of the SARS coronavirus and related coronaviruses in
animals, the economic and political fallout of the SARS epidemic, quarantine law
and other public health measures that apply to combating infectious diseases, and
the role of international organizations and scientific cooperation in halting the
spread of SARS. The report provides an illuminating survey of findings from the
epidemic, along with an assessment of what might be needed in order to contain
any future outbreaks of SARS or other emerging infections.

Cyberpower and National Security
Assessing the legal and practical questions posed by the use of artificial
intelligence in national security matters The increasing use of artificial intelligence
poses challenges and opportunities for nearly all aspects of society, including the
military and other elements of the national security establishment. This book
addresses how national security law can and should be applied to artificial
intelligence, which enables a wide range of decisions and actions not contemplated
by current law. James Baker, an expert in national security law and process, adopts
a realistic approach in assessing how the law—even when not directly addressing
artificial intelligence—can be used, or even misused, to regulate this new
technology. His new book covers, among other topics, national security process,
constitutional law, the law of armed conflict, arms control, and academic and
corporate ethics. With his own background as a judge, he examines potential
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points of contention and litigation in an area where the law is still evolving and
might not yet provide clear and certain answers. The Centaur’s Dilemma also
analyzes potential risks associated with the use of artificial intelligence in the
realm of national security—including the challenges of machine-human interface,
operating (or not operating) the national-security decision-making process at
machine speed, and the perils of a technology arms race. Written in plain English,
The Centaur’s Dilemma will help guide policymakers, lawyers, and technology
experts as they deal with the many legal questions that will arise when using
artificial intelligence to plan and carry out the actions required for the nation’s
defense.

Chinese Politics in the Era of Xi Jinping
China's banking system has been gradually transformed from a centralized,
government-owned and government-controlled provider of loans into an
increasingly competitive market in which different types of banks, including
several U.S. banks, strive to provide a variety of financial services. Only three
banks in China remain fully government-owned; most banks have been
transformed into mixed ownership entities in which the central or local government
may or may not be a major equity holder in the bank.
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Political Order and Power Transition in Hong Kong
All states are challenged by the need to protect national security while maintaining
the rule of law, but the issue is particularly complex in the China–Hong Kong
context. This timely and important book explores how China conceives of its
national security and the position of Hong Kong. It considers the risks of
introducing national security legislation in Hong Kong, and Hong Kong's sources of
resilience against encroachments on its rule of law that may come under the guise
of national security. It points to what may be needed to maintain Hong Kong's rule
of law once China's 50-year commitment to its autonomy ends in 2047. The
contributors to this book include world-renowned scholars in comparative public
law and national security law. The collection covers a variety of disciplines and
jurisdictions, and both scholarly and practical perspectives to present a forwardlooking analysis on the rule of law in Hong Kong. It illustrates how Hong Kong may
succeed in resisting pressure to advance China's security interests through
repressive law. Given China's growing international stature, the book's reflections
on China's approach to security have much to tell us about its potential impact on
the global political, security, and economic order.

Telecommunications Reporter
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1 July 1997 marked the end of British rule of Hong Kong, whereby this territory was
passed into the hands of the Peoples Republic of China.In 1992, Chris Patten,
former chairman of the Conservative Party, was appointed Hong Kong's last
governor, and was the man to oversee the handover ceremony of this former
British colony.Within the last five years of British rule, acclaimed journalist
Jonathan Dimbleby was given unique access to the governor which enabled him to
document the twists and turns of such an extraordinary diplomatic, political and
personal drama.As Governor, Patten encouraged the necessary expansion of Hong
Kong's social welfare system, striving to reconcile the basic rights and freedom of
over 6 million people with the unpredictable imperatives of Beijing.Drawing on the
insights of a host of senior figures, the author places the crisis in both its human
and historical contexts, and presents some startling arguments about the conduct
of British foreign policy on Hong Kong before and during Patten's tenure.

China's Gilded Age
Application of Big Data for National Security
An award-winning historian recounts the history of American liberty through the
stories of thirteen essential documents Nationalism is inevitable: It supplies
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feelings of belonging, identity, and recognition. It binds us to our neighbors and
tells us who we are. But increasingly -- from the United States to India, from Russia
to Burma -- nationalism is being invoked for unworthy ends: to disdain minorities or
to support despots. As a result, nationalism has become to many a dirty word. In
Give Me Liberty, award-winning historian and biographer Richard Brookhiser offers
up a truer and more inspiring story of American nationalism as it has evolved over
four hundred years. He examines America's history through thirteen documents
that made the United States a new country in a new world: a free country. We are
what we are because of them; we stay true to what we are by staying true to
them. Americans have always sought liberty, asked for it, fought for it; every
victory has been the fulfillment of old hopes and promises. This is our nationalism,
and we should be proud of it.

International Maritime Security Law
SCMP's reporting team looks back at Hong Kong's most wrenching political crisis
since its return to Chinese rule in 1997. Anti-extradition bill protests that morphed
rapidly into a wider anti-government movement in 2019 left no aspect of the city
untouched, from its social compact to its body politic to its open economy. The
demonstrations which continued well into 2020 have tested every institution of the
city, from the civil service to the police to the courts and even its rail transport
operator, and from offices and businesses to universities and schools, and from
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churches to families and even friends.This book is for anyone seeking to
understand not just what Hong Kong has gone through but also the global
phenomenon of increasingly leaderless protest movements. Fueled by profound
angst about the place of millennial youth in society, widening income inequality,
and the speed of digital communications, Hong Kong was in retrospect ripe to be
the laboratory for a new-age protest movement, nearly a decade after the Middle
East's Arab spring.The essays in the book collectively compose a picture of a
society in trauma, bent and broken, but showing signs of an uncanny ability to
bounce back. What shape it will be in a few years from now, however, is much
harder to predict.Related Link(s)

China's Policy Towards the South China Sea
Congressional Executive Commission on China
Under the direction of the Communist Party of China (CPC), key legal challenges
have been identified which will shape the modernization of China’s legal and
administrative institutions. An increasingly complex set of legal actors now seek to
influence this development, including securities regulators, bankers, accountants,
lawyers, local-level mediators and some of China’s newly rich. Whilst the rising
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middle class wants to voice its interests and concerns, the CPC strives to maintain
its leading role. This book provides a critical appraisal of China’s deepening
socialist rule of law and looks ahead to the implications of the domestic reforms for
the international legal domain. With contributions from leading Chinese law
specialists, it draws on specific illustrations from judicial reform, constitutional law,
procedural law, anti-corruption, property law and urban development, socioeconomic dispute resolution and Chinese macro-economics. The book questions
how China’s domestic law reforms will impact international legal systems, and how
international law can be used in managing key regional and bilateral relationships
and in dispute resolution, such as in the South China Sea and international trade.
Assessing the state and direction of domestic law reform and including debates
around the legal implications of some of China’s most pressing foreign policy
challenges today, this volume will be of huge interest to students, scholars and
practitioners with an interest in Asia law, Chinese law, international law,
comparative law and law reform.

China's National Security
Leading scholars of Hong Kong studies have contributed their expertise and
analyses to this volume in order to better understand the dynamics of change and
related issues during this historic period of Hong Kong history.
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Rebel City: Hong Kong's Year Of Water And Fire
The U.S. House of Representatives Select Committee on U.S. National Security and
Military/Commercial Concerns with the People's Republic of China offers access in
PDF format to the three volume, unclassified version of its final report. The report
asserts that China has stolen design information about American thermonuclear
weapons.

Unfree Speech
A close-up look at the struggle for democracy in Hong Kong. Hong Kong in the
Shadow of China is a reflection on the recent political turmoil in Hong Kong during
which the Chinese government insisted on gradual movement toward electoral
democracy and hundreds of thousands of protesters occupied major thoroughfares
to push for full democracy now. Fueling this struggle is deep public resentment
over growing inequality and how the political system—established by China and
dominated by the local business community—reinforces the divide been those who
have profited immensely and those who struggle for basics such as housing.
Richard Bush, director of the Brookings Institution’s Center on East Asia Policy
Studies, takes us inside the demonstrations and the demands of the demonstrators
and then pulls back to critically explore what Hong Kong and China must do to
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ensure both economic competitiveness and good governance and the implications
of Hong Kong developments for United States policy.

China Military Power
International Maritime Security Law, by James Kraska and Raul Pedrozo, defines an
emerging interdisciplinary field of law and policy comprised of norms, legal
regimes, and rules to address today's hybrid threats to the global order of the
oceans

Give Me Liberty
This book provides an explanation of Chinese policy towards the South China Sea,
and argues that this has been sculpted by the changing dynamics of the law of the
sea in conjunction with regional geopolitical flux. The past few decades have
witnessed a bifurcated trend in China's management of territorial disputes. Over
the years, while China gradually calmed and settled most land-border disputes
with its neighbors, disputes on the ocean frontier continued to simmer in a
seething cauldron. China's Policy towards the South China Sea attributes the
distinctive path of China's approach to maritime disputes to a unique factor - the
law of the sea (LOS) as the "rules of the road" in the ocean. By deconstructing the
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concept of "sovereignty" and treating the LOS as an evolving regime, the book
examines how the changing dynamics of the LOS regime have complicated and
reshaped the nature and content of sovereign disputes in the ocean regime as well
as the options of settlement. Applying the findings to the South China Sea case,
the author traces the learning curve on which China has embarked to comprehend
the complexity of the dispute accordingly and finds that it is the dynamic
interaction of the law of the sea regime and the geopolitical conditions that has
driven the evolution of China's South China Sea policy. This book will be of great
interest to students of Chinese and Asian politics, international law, international
relations and security studies.

The Centaur's Dilemma
This book creates a framework for understanding and using cyberpower in support
of national security. Cyberspace and cyberpower are now critical elements of
international security. United States needs a national policy which employs
cyberpower to support its national security interests.

The Great Successor
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National Security Review of Foreign Investment
Can authoritarian regimes use democratic institutions to strengthen and solidify
their rule? The Chinese government has legislated some of the most protective
workplace laws in the world and opened up the judicial system to adjudicate
workplace conflict, emboldening China's workers to use these laws. This book
examines these patterns of legal mobilization, showing which workers are likely to
avail themselves of these new protections and find them effective. Gallagher finds
that workers with high levels of education are far more likely to claim these new
rights and be satisfied with the results. However, many others, left disappointed
with the large gap between law on the books and law in reality, reject the
courtroom for the streets. Using workers' narratives, surveys, and case studies of
protests, Gallagher argues that China's half-hearted attempt at rule of law
construction undermines the stability of authoritarian rule. New workplace rights
fuel workers' rising expectations, but a dysfunctional legal system drives many
workers to more extreme options, including strikes, demonstrations and violence.

Learning from SARS
Hong Kong Media Law is the first English-language authoritative guide to the laws
most relevant for international and local journalists and other media professionals
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working for the print, online and broadcast media in Hong Kong and for the lawyers
who represent them. The book also provides up-to-date information on the legal
hurdles international and local journalists face when reporting on mainland China.

China’s Use of Military Force in Foreign Affairs
UNCLASSIFIED REPORT Printed in COLOR. Just Released 15 January 2019 In 2017,
the Defense Intelligence Agency began to produce a series of unclassiﬁed Defense
Intelligence overviews of major foreign military challenges we face. This volume
provides details on China's defense and military goals, strategy, plans, and
intentions; the organization, structure, and capability of its military supporting
those goals; and the enabling infrastructure and industrial base. This product and
other reports in the series are intended to inform our public, our leaders, the
national security community, and partner nations about the challenges we face in
the 21st century. Document includes: Historical Overview Military Doctrine and
Strategy Perceptions of Modern Conflict Core Elements of Command and Control
Reform Modernizing Joint Command and Control Core Chinese Military Capabilities
Power Projection and Expeditionary Operations Nuclear Forces and Weapons
Biological and Chemical Warfare Space/Counterspace Cyberspace Denial and
Deception Logistics and Defense-Industrial Modernization Underground Facilities
Missions Other Than War Why buy a book you can download for free? We print this
book so you don't have to. First you gotta find a good clean (legible) copy and
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make sure it's the latest version (not always easy). Some documents found on the
web are missing some pages or the image quality is so poor, they are difficult to
read. We look over each document carefully and replace poor quality images by
going back to the original source document. We proof each document to make sure
it's all there - including all changes. If you find a good copy, you could print it using
a network printer you share with 100 other people (typically its either out of paper
or toner). If it's just a 10-page document, no problem, but if it's 250-pages, you will
need to punch 3 holes in all those pages and put it in a 3-ring binder. Takes at
least an hour. It's much more cost-effective to just order the latest version from
Amazon.com This book includes original commentary which is copyright material.
Note that government documents are in the public domain. We print these large
documents as a service so you don't have to. The books are compact, tightlybound, full-size (8 1⁄2 by 11 inches), with large text and glossy covers. 4th Watch
Publishing Co. is a HUBZONE SDVOSB. https://usgovpub.com

China's Ministry of State Security
NOTE: NO FURTHER DISCOUNT FOR THIS PRINT PRODUCT-- OVERSTOCK SALE -Significantly redued list price The 2012 Annual Report by the CongressionalExecutive Commission on China on human rights conditions and the development
of the rule of law in China. October 10, 2011. 112th Congress, 1st Session. Related
product: New and current edition: Congressional Executive Commission on China
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Annual Report, 2015 can be found here: https:
//bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/052-071-01573-6"

China's Socialist Rule of Law Reforms Under Xi Jinping
In recent years, China, the US, and the EU and its Member States have either
promulgated new national laws and regulations or drastically revised existing ones
to exert more rigorous government control over inward foreign direct investment
(FDI). Such government control pertains to the establishment of an ex-ante review
regime of FDI in the host state in sectors that are considered as 'sensitive' or
'strategic', with an aim to mitigate the security-related implications. This book
conducts a systematic and up-to-date comparative study of the national security
review regimes of China, the US, and the EU, using Germany as an exampling
Member State. It answers a central research question of how domestic law should
be formulated to adequately protect national security of the host state whilst
posing minimum negative impacts to the free flow of cross-border investment. In
addition to analyzing the latest development of the national security review
regimes in aforementioned jurisdictions and identifying their commonalities and
disparities, this book establishes a normative framework regarding the design of a
national security review regime in general and proposes specific legislative
recommendations to further clarify the law. This book will be of interest to scholars
in the field of international and comparative investment law, investors who seek
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better compliance programs in the host state, and policymakers who aim for highquality regulation on foreign investment.

The U.S.-Taiwan-China Relationship in International Law and
Policy
This book explains why China has resorted to the use of large-scale military force
in foreign affairs. How will China use its growing military might in coming crisis and
existing conflicts? This book contributes to the current debate on the future of the
Asia-Pacific region by examining why China has resorted to using military force in
the past. Utilizing fresh theoretical insights on the causes of interstate war and
employing a sophisticated methodological framework, the book provides detailed
analyses of China’s intervention in the Korean War, the Sino-Indian War, China’s
border clashes with the Soviet Union and the Sino-Vietnamese War. It argues that
China did not employ military force in these wars for the sake of national security
or because of material issues under contestation, as frequently claimed. Rather,
the book’s findings strongly suggest that considerations about China’s
international status and relative standing are the principal reasons for China’s
decision to engage in military force in these instances. When reflecting the study’s
central insight back onto China’s contemporary territorial conflicts and problematic
bilateral relationships, it is argued that the People’s Republic is still a statusPage 24/33
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seeking and thus highly status-sensitive actor. As a result, China’s status ambitions
should be very carefully observed and well taken into account when interacting
with the PRC. This book will be of much interest to students of Chinese foreign
policy, Asian politics, military and strategic studies and IR in general.

Business and the Internet
A long-term resident and expert observer of dissent in Hong Kong takes readers to
the frontlines of Hong Kong’s revolution. Through the long, hot summer of 2019,
Hong Kong burned. Anti-government protests, sparked by a government proposal
to introduce a controversial extradition law, grew into a pro-democracy movement
that engulfed the city for months. Protesters fought street battles with police, and
the unrest brought the People’s Liberation Army to the doorstep of Hong Kong.
Driven primarily by youth protesters with their ‘Be water!’ philosophy, borrowed
from hometown hero Bruce Lee, this leaderless, technology-driven protest
movement defied a global superpower and changed Hong Kong, perhaps forever.
In City on Fire, Antony Dapiran provides the first detailed analysis of the protests,
and reveals the protesters’ unique tactics. He explains how the movement fits into
the city’s long history of dissent, examines the cultural aspects of the movement,
and looks at what the protests will mean for the future of Hong Kong, China, and
China’s place in the world. City on Fire will be seen as the definitive account of an
historic upheaval.
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City on Fire
Hong Kong in the Shadow of China
Who are the new Chinese intellectuals? In the wake of the crackdown on the 1989
democracy movement and the rapid marketization of the 1990s, a novel type of
grassroots intellectual emerged. Instead of harking back to the traditional role of
the literati or pronouncing on democracy and modernity like 1980s public
intellectuals, they derive legitimacy from their work with the vulnerable and the
marginalized, often proclaiming their independence with a heavy dose of antielitist rhetoric. They are proudly minjian—unofficial, unaffiliated, and among the
people. In this book, Sebastian Veg explores the rise of minjian intellectuals and
how they have profoundly transformed China’s public culture. An intellectual
history of contemporary China, Minjian documents how, amid deep structural
shifts, grassroots thinker-activists began to work outside academia or policy
institutions in an embryonic public sphere. Veg explores the work of amateur
historians who question official accounts, independent documentarians who let
ordinary people speak for themselves, and grassroots lawyers and NGO workers
who spread practical knowledge. Their interventions are specific rather than
universal, with a focus on concrete problems among disenfranchised populations
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such as victims of Maoism, migrant workers and others without residence permits,
and petitioners. Drawing on careful analysis of public texts by grassroots
intellectuals and the networks and publics among which they circulate, Minjian is a
groundbreaking transdisciplinary exploration of crucial trends developing under the
surface of contemporary Chinese society.

Chinese Industrial Espionage
For a country of its size, Taiwan has a tremendous influence on world affairs and
U.S. policy. The U.S.-Taiwan-China Relationship in International Law and Policy
describes the central issues animating the dynamic U.S.-Taiwan-China relationship
and the salient international and domestic legal issues shaping U.S. policy in the
Asia Pacific region. In this book, Lung-chu Chen gives particular attention to
Taiwan's status under international law, and the role of the U.S. Taiwan Relations
Act (TRA) in the formulation and execution of U.S. policy toward Taiwan. This book
endorses the central purpose of the Taiwan Relations Act--achieving a peaceful
resolution to the Taiwan question--while offering policy alternatives that will
empower Taiwan to participate more actively in the international arena. This book
follows in the tradition of the New Haven School of international law. As such, it
defines the common interests of the world community, which include demands for
human dignity and security and the protection of human rights in accordance with
bedrock norms such as the right to self-determination and the peaceful resolution
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of conflict. Chen proposes that in accordance with international law, historical
trends, and contemporary political conditions, the people of Taiwan should
ultimately determine a path to normalized statehood through a plebiscite under
the supervision of the international community.

Toxic Politics
Renowned for his coverage of China's elite politics and leadership transitions,
veteran Sinologist Willy Lam has produced the first book-length study in English of
the rise of Xi Jinping--General Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
since November 2012. With rare insight, Lam describes Xi's personal history and
his fascination with quasi-Maoist values, the factional politics through which he
ascended, the configuration of power of the Fifth-Generation leadership, and the
country's likely future directions under the charismatic "princeling." Despite an
undistinguished career as a provincial administrator, Xi has rapidly amassed more
power than his predecessors. He has overawed his rivals and shaken up the partystate hierarchy by launching large-scale anti-corruption and rectification
campaigns. With a strong power base in the People's Liberation Army and a vision
of China as an "awakening lion," Xi has been flexing China's military muscle in
sovereignty rows with countries including Japan, Vietnam, and the Philippines while
trying to undermine the influence of the United States in the Asia-Pacific region.
While Xi is still fine-tuning his art of governance, his zero tolerance for dissent and
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his preoccupation with upholding the privileges of the "red aristocracy" and the
CCP's status as "perennial ruling party" do not bode well for economic, political, or
cultural reforms. Lam takes a close look at Xi's ideological and political profile and
considers how his conservative outlook might shape what the new strongman calls
"the Great Renaissance of the Chinese race."

The Great Firewall of China
Why has China grown so fast for so long despite vast corruption? In China's Gilded
Age, Yuen Yuen Ang argues that not all types of corruption hurt growth, nor do
they cause the same kind of harm. Ang unbundles corruption into four varieties:
petty theft, grand theft, speed money, and access money. While the first three
types impede growth, access money - elite exchanges of power and profit - cuts
both ways: it stimulates investment and growth but produces serious risks for the
economy and political system. Since market opening, corruption in China has
evolved toward access money. Using a range of data sources, the author explains
the evolution of Chinese corruption, how it differs from the West and other
developing countries, and how Xi's anti-corruption campaign could affect growth
and governance. In this formidable yet accessible book, Ang challenges onedimensional measures of corruption. By unbundling the problem and adopting a
comparative-historical lens, she reveals that the rise of capitalism was not
accompanied by the eradication of corruption, but rather by its evolution from
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thuggery and theft to access money. In doing so, she changes the way we think
about corruption and capitalism, not only in China but around the world.

H.R. 4590, United States-China Act of 1994
‘Readers will come away startled at just how fragile the online infrastructure we all
depend on is and how much influence China wields – both technically and
politically' – Jason Q. Ng, author of Blocked on Weibo 'An urgent and much needed
reminder about how China's quest for cyber sovereignty is undermining global
Internet freedom’ – Kristie Lu Stout, CNN ‘An important and incisive history of the
Chinese internet that introduces us to the government officials, business leaders,
and technology activists struggling over access to information within the Great
Firewall’ – Adam M. Segal, author of The Hacked World Order Once little more than
a glorified porn filter, China’s ‘Great Firewall’ has evolved into the most
sophisticated system of online censorship in the world. As the Chinese internet
grows and online businesses thrive, speech is controlled, dissent quashed, and
attempts to organise outside the official Communist Party are quickly stamped out.
But the effects of the Great Firewall are not confined to China itself. Through years
of investigation James Griffiths gained unprecedented access to the Great Firewall
and the politicians, tech leaders, dissidents and hackers whose lives revolve
around it. As distortion, post-truth and fake news become old news James Griffiths
shows just how far the Great Firewall has spread. Now is the time for a radical new
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vision of online liberty.

Authoritarian Legality in China
China's Banking System: Issues for Congress
The behind-the-scenes story of the rise and reign of the world's strangest and most
elusive tyrant, Kim Jong Un, by the journalist with the best connections and insights
into the bizarrely dangerous world of North Korea. Since his birth in 1984, Kim Jong
Un has been swaddled in myth and propaganda, from the plainly silly--he could
supposedly drive a car at the age of three--to the grimly bloody stories of family
members who perished at his command. Anna Fifield reconstructs Kim's past and
present with exclusive access to sources near him and brings her unique
understanding to explain the dynastic mission of the Kim family in North Korea.
The archaic notion of despotic family rule matches the almost medieval hardship
the country has suffered under the Kims. Few people thought that a young,
untested, unhealthy, Swiss-educated basketball fanatic could hold together a
country that should have fallen apart years ago. But Kim Jong Un has not just
survived, he has thrived, abetted by the approval of Donald Trump and
diplomacy's weirdest bromance. Skeptical yet insightful, Fifield creates a
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captivating portrait of the oddest and most secretive political regime in the
world--one that is isolated yet internationally relevant, bankrupt yet in possession
of nuclear weapons--and its ruler, the self-proclaimed Beloved and Respected
Leader, Kim Jong Un.
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